LLE Based Pivot Selection for Similarity Search of Biological Data
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Abstract—Distance-based indexing is a widely used technique for general purpose search. Pivot selection is the most crucial step of bulkloading a metric-space indexing tree. Current pivot selection methods are mainly based on linear methods. A non-linear method based on Locally Linear Embedding is proposed. Empirical results demonstrate that the performance of new method is superior to existing methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, mass data processing has become the crucial part of internet and cloud computing. Indexing techniques which serve to enhance search performance are the fundamental component of mass data processing. For a decade, with the development of information technology, numerous new data types have emerged in many different areas. Traditional search methods like B+-tree designed for numeric data and strings are no longer satisfied the current needs of those new unstructured data types which are multi-dimensional and cannot be sorted. Take biological data as example, the similarity of DNA sequence is measured by Hamming Distance and protein sequence is computing by Edit Distance. Moreover, the measurement of diverse data types differs from one to another. Building specific DBMSs for each data type costs money and time, so this is not an effective way. Consequently, new DBMSs for general purpose search are needed.

Metric-space indexing [1-3] is a general solution for similarity search of complex data types. Distance to each other data objects is the only information required to perform a similarity search. Domain-specific information is hidden and the distance function is provided by users which means it’s transparent to search system. However, lacking of information apart from distance makes mathematical tools unable to be used in metric space and stunts the research progress in this area for a time.

Nevertheless, the appearance of pivot space model [4] makes it possible for mathematical tools directly to be used to solve metric-space indexing problems. Besides, bulkloading a metric-space indexing tree requires two steps: data partition and pivot selection. [4] proves that pivot selection has the determinative effect on the quality of indexing tree. [4] uses a popular linear dimension reduction method called Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [5] to select pivots.

This article focuses on studying the capability and query performance using a non-linear dimension reduction method called Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [6] to select pivots under pivot space model.

II. PIVOT SPACE MODEL

This section is presented as background. Readers are referred to [4] for additional details.

Answering a similarity query in pivot space model, take range query as example, usually consists of two steps, as Fig. 1 shows:

![Figure 1 Process of answering a range query in pivot space model](image)

**Step1.** Off-line initialization. In this step, in the first place, map data objects isometrically from metric space into a high-dimensional complete pivot space with $L_\infty$ distance. Secondly, apply dimension reduction methods (equivalent to pivot selection in this case) on complete pivot space and the result is called low-dimensional pivot space. Next, multi-dimensional
indexing methods can be exploited to finish building the indexing tree.

**Step 2.** Online search. In this step, the query object must be mapped into pivot space first. Though the shape of the image of the query ball in a pivot space is hard to determine, it has been proved that the image of the query ball is completely covered by a hypercube of edge length 2r in the pivot space. Under this circumstances, search the indexing tree uses the corresponding multi-dimensional indexing method. At last, in order to get final answer, check the result sequencely and remove false positivities.

### III. EXISTING PIVOT SELECTION METHODS

**A. FFT**

Farthest-Fist-Traversal (FFT) [7] is a general pivot selection method. FFT is a fast, greedy algorithm that minimizes the maximum cluster radius. In FFT, k points are selected as cluster centers at first. Then the remaining point is added to the cluster whose center is the closest. Due to its fast speed and simplicity, indexing structures such as MVPT [8] choose FFT to select pivots. [4] proves that performing search on a complete pivot space degrades to a linear scan, so that dimension reduction is inevitable.

Consequently, [4] uses PCA to select pivot. However, [4] also proves that any dimension reduction techniques which create new dimensions will still require a calculation of n dimensions. As a result, selecting the existing dimension is the only solution, so that [4] selects existing axis with the maximum correlation with the new dimensions created by PCA.

Empirical results show that PCA is one of the best pivot selection methods currently.

**B. PCA**

Thanks to pivot space model, mathematical tools such as dimension reduction can be used to select pivots. [4] proves that performing search on a complete pivot space degrades to a linear scan, so that dimension reduction is inevitable.

The goal of this step is to minimize the cost function, and we could solve (3) using Lagrange multiplier. The result is

$$Z \mathbf{w}_i = 1$$

**Step 3.** Use the weight matrix W to map data points into lower dimension d, and the cost function is:

$$\min_{\mathbf{y} \in \mathbb{R}^d} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| \mathbf{y}_i - \sum_{j=1}^{k} \mathbf{w}_{ij} \mathbf{x}_j \right|^2$$

The restrain of Y is

$$\sum_{i=1}^{k} \mathbf{y}_i = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{y}_i \mathbf{y}_i^T = I$$

because of the smallest eigenvalue of M is very close to zero, so we pick from the feature vector whose eigenvalue is secondly smallest to d+1th feature vector as the output result.

### IV. LLE BASED PIVOT SELECTION METHOD

PCA is a linear dimension reduction method designed for linear data set. It only focuses on the linear correlation between data objects, while the transforming magnitude and non-linear relation between data objects are not considered. Biological data are mostly not linear, therefore, we propose to use a non-linear dimension reduction technique to optimize the quality of pivot selection.

**A. Locally Linear Embedding**

Locally Linear Embedding [6] is a relatively fast non-linear dimension reduction method. It has several advantages including faster optimization due to take advantage of sparse matrix algorithm.

The LLE algorithm can be separated into three steps [6]:

**Step 1.** For each point \( x_i \) in high-dimensional space, find its k nearest neighbors. The distance function is

$$d_y = \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{k} \left| x_{x_{ij}} - x_{x_{jk}} \right|^2}$$

and we use \( p=2 \) i.e. Euclidian Distance for simple computing.

**Step 2.** Solve for reconstruction weight matrix. The reconstruction error is given by the cost function:

$$\min_{W} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| \mathbf{y}_i - \sum_{j=1}^{k} \mathbf{w}_{ij} \mathbf{x}_j \right|^2$$

**Step 3.** Use the weight matrix W to map data points into lower dimension d, and the cost function is:

$$\min_{\mathbf{y} \in \mathbb{R}^d} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| \mathbf{y}_i - \sum_{j=1}^{k} \mathbf{w}_{ij} \mathbf{x}_j \right|^2$$

The restrain of Y is

$$\sum_{i=1}^{k} \mathbf{y}_i = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{y}_i \mathbf{y}_i^T = I$$

because of the smallest eigenvalue of M is very close to zero, so we pick from the feature vector whose eigenvalue is secondly smallest to d+1th feature vector as the output result.

**B. Pivot Selection Method Base on LLE**

PivotSelection ((S, d): dataset, p: pivot number, c: constant)

1. candidate set = FFT(S, p*c);
2. generate pivot space with candidate set as the pivot set
3. LLE output = LLE(ps, p)
4. for each row, find the vector has smallest angle with it
5. return pivot set

Figure 2 Pivot selection algorithm based on LLE
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Our LLE based pivot selection method is shown in Fig. 2. However, the size of weight matrix in LLE algorithm is N*N, if we directly perform LLE in data which have 50k points, it takes too much time and memory, which make it unpractical in real application. In addition, [9] argues that good pivots are usually corners, but the reverse is false. In step 1, as a result, we use FFT algorithm to select some points in the original distance matrix as candidate set [4, 7].

In step 2, the distance between the corners and the point in database are computed to build the distance matrix of corner pivot space.

In step 3, the classical LLE algorithm is performed on the corner pivot space, and the number of pivot is the output dimension of LLE.

In step 4, although no new dimension is created, the exact shape of the query ball which is mapped into pivot space by LLE is hard to determine. Thus, we propose a heuristic method to solve the problem that is for each row, also means points here, of the LLE output, find the vector in corner pivot space which has smallest angle with it to be the pivot.

V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

The empirical study involves in MoBiOS test suit [10], shown as Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Distance oracle</th>
<th>dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>100k-500k</td>
<td>Hamming distance</td>
<td>9-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protein</td>
<td>100k-500k</td>
<td>Weighted edit distance</td>
<td>6-18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. TEST SUIT DATA SET

FFT is an easy, fast and most widely used pivot selection method, and PCA is one of the best pivot selection methods at present. Thus, LLE method is compared with these two methods.

B. Empirical Result

The experiment result is shown as Fig. 3. According to protein query results, in each database size the distance calculation times of FFT is the most among three. PCA method has less distance calculation times than FFT, while LLE has the least and best distance calculation times in any size of database. Additionally, the increase of number of calculation from 100k to 500k database is 32913 for FFT, 23262 for PCA and 23148 for LLE, which also proves LLE a better pivot selection method for protein data type.

Figure 3 Experiment results of protein and DNA

In the DNA query result, the number of distance calculation for three pivot selection methods in each size of databases still shows that LLE is better than the other two methods. Besides, the increase of calculation times from 100k to 500k database is 71041 for FFT, 68746 for PCA and 63066 for LLE, and LLE method still performs the best.

Based on experiment result, we can draw the conclusion that in biological data DNA and protein, LLE method performs the best pivot selection quality among all, and best fits these biological data types.
VI. CONCLUSION

The significance of pivot selection for metric-space indexing is clear without doubt. It’s a crucial factor to build a better indexing tree. Current pivot selection methods are all linear. In this article, we propose a non-linear pivot selection method based on LLE under pivot space model in order to get better pivot selection quality of biological data types. Empirical results show that LLE method is the best method.

There is a slight pity that LLE method performs better than FFT but not better than PCA method when dealing with vector data. The next emphasis of our research will focus on how to improve the performance of LLE method on vector data.

Moreover, studying the exact shape of the image of query ball in a pivot space is a challenging task; future work will also include this problem.
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